The Idea Generator
Divide and Conquer
The template for thinking tools 6–10
A toolset to consider a more difficult and previously
addressed issue that is still unresolved
and which needs fresh thinking

Doing your best thinking…
There are five thinking tools in this template. Try doing one each day
whenever your best time for thinking is. Maybe it’s over a cup of coffee –
or when you are commuting. The choice is yours but aim to spend at least
20 minutes on each tool – and don’t try to do it all at once.
Your thinking is the best value you can create, so do it in your best time –
and love your thinking. Print out the template and use it to capture all
your ideas on.
Getting maximum value from your thinking using this template is
explained in The Idea Generator by Chris Thomason, which is available in
all good bookstores and online here.

Templates for a different focus
If you received this template from somebody else, you can download your own original
version from the following website:

www.TheIdeaGenerator.info
You’ll also find other free templates for download there that can be used for different
purposes. Islands of Opportunity is designed to help you find fresh ideas to any issue which is
new or hasn’t been addressed before, while Boundary Riding is specifically intended to help
you identify short- to medium-term business growth opportunities.
You can also register to receive updates when new templates are released.

Copyright © 2016 Chris Thomason All Rights Reserved
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Divide and Conquer Set-up
Define your Killer Question
The Killer Question is:

The EXHAUSTED areas

Your CHALLENGING areas

The areas that you believe are likely to have been
covered previously by others…

The new and interesting areas which you believe may
offer potential solutions.

1.

You aren’t aiming to identify the actual solutions here just the areas where some interesting, innovative or
unusual solutions might exist.

2.
3.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

4.

7.

5.

8.

6.

9.

7.

10.

8.

11.

9.

12.

10.

Are you thinking like the Expert or the Explorer?

The Expert tries to find a single solution to an issue – while the Explorer wants many solutions. So, are your
business creative thinking skills holding you back from finding many solutions?

Read the book to become The Idea Generator in your business…
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Tool 6: All Change Please!
Your amended Killer Question:

The ‘Who?’ assumptions

The ‘What?’ assumptions

Who is responsible for the outcome? Who is supposed to
take the action? Who makes the key decision? Who is being
missed out? Who is this aimed at? Who are the correct
target audience? Who else should be included or excluded?

What is the essential component of this? What constrains this
from being much more effective / better? What is the key
success measure in place? What if this measure was
different? What timeframe defines the process? What is
influencing the environment in which it occurs?

The ‘Where?’ assumptions
Where does this have to happen? Where are the key players
at the time? Where is the key decision made? Where are the
support mechanisms for this? Where is an ideal place for this?

The ‘When?’ assumptions
When in the process does this take place? When are
people ready to do this? When is the action deemed to be
complete? When do the cycles start and finish? When is the
most-critical activity happening? When would people
prefer to do this?

The ‘Why?’ assumptions

The ‘How?’ assumptions

Why are people involved at the points they currently are?
Why is it this way? Why is it so complicated? Why would it
be better done somewhere else? Why does this have to
happen at all? Why are we (only) involved here?

How does each stage add value? How do the participants
feel during the process? How is this secure? How did this get
to be so complicated? How could this be done quicker?
How would things differ if we stopped it altogether?

Genius Spaces

Remember to mark all your ideas from this tool with an ‘A’ in the small boxes.
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Tool 7: Different People. Different Worlds.
Talk radio host
Farmer

Physical therapist

Deep-sea fisherman

Firefighter

Librarian

Sommelier

Midwife
Meteorologist
Sculptor

Journalist

Botanist

Biologist

Clothes Designer

Oceanographer
Astrologist

Faith healer

Tailor

Diamond cutter
Chef
Philosopher
Psychiatrist

Astronaut

Storm chaser
Composer

Ballet dancer

Mafia family head
Graffiti artist
Nun

Vet

Scuba Diver
Electrician
Movie star

Hunter

Gardener

Immunologist

Drug dealer

Dentist

Tattoo artist

Air traffic controller

Artist

Tax inspector

Tour guide

Geologist

The Queen
Car mechanic

Photographer

Tram driver

Egyptologist

University professor

Inventor

Hypnotist

Actuary

Television presenter

Goldsmith

Masseur

Garbage collector

Cartoonist

Graphic designer

Stripper

Surgeon
Nurse

Acupuncturist

Pathologist

Pub landlord

Interior designer

Pilot

Balloon-animal maker

Pharmacologist

Pharmacist
Sea captain

Engineer

Social worker

Olympic athlete

Physicist

Judge

Bank robber

Web developer
Zoologist

Comedian

Hairdresser

Racing car driver

Spy

Accountant

Surveyor

Software programmer

Chemist

Interpreter

Chiropodist

Economist

Hotel receptionist

Poet

Florist

The Pope

Body builder

Special forces soldier

Psychologist

Lawyer

Sound engineer

Optometrist

Architect

Policeman

Carpenter

Astronomer

Primary school teacher
Blacksmith

Chinese restaurant owner

Politician

Civil rights leader

Cowboy

Security guard

Fitness instructor
Personal assistant

Genius Spaces

Remember to mark all your ideas with the relevant letter from the tool you used to find them.
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Tool 7: Different People. Different Worlds.
Your amended Killer Question:

1) What’s an equivalent situation or analogous scenario in the different world to the issue that you have?

“

2) List some ways in which they address this issue in the different world. How can you interpret these to be
relevant to your issue?

“
●

●

●

●

”
”

3) What are some specific measures the different world applies? How can you use these principles for your
issue?

“
●

●

●

●

Remember to mark all your ideas from this tool with a ‘B’ in the small boxes.
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”

Tool 7: Different People. Different Worlds. (continued)
4) If a professional from this industry were to take control of your area, what changes would they make to
address your issue from their expertise perspective?

“
●

●

●

●

”

5) What is something unusual or unique to this different world in regard to how they handle their version of
your issue? How can this be applied to your benefit?

“
●

●

●

●

Remember to mark all your ideas from this tool with a ‘B’ in the small boxes.
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”

Tool 8: Three-Word Sentence
Your amended Killer Question:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Genius Spaces

Remember to mark all your ideas from this tool
with a ‘C’ in the small boxes.
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Tool 9: Your Alter Ego
Your amended Killer Question:

Your previous roles: Think back to the roles you had prior
to your current role – even going back to when you were
still in education

Your hobbies, pastimes and social activities: Relate the
underlying principles or approaches of your favourite
pastime – which is something seemingly unrelated

The people you admire and respect: Consider real people
you know or fictional characters you’ve read about or
seen in movies

A personal analogy you’ve overcome: Everyone has
overcome significant problems at some time in their life –
and clearly you have successfully achieved this

Genius Spaces

Remember to mark all your ideas from this tool with a ‘D’ in the small boxes.
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Genius Spaces

Remember to mark all your ideas with the relevant letter from the tool you used to find them.
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Tool 10: Black and White Thinking
Your amended Killer Question:

Component

#

A reminder of the
matrix set-up

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Genius Spaces

Remember to mark all your ideas from this tool with an ‘E’ in the small boxes.
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Divide and Conquer: SUMMARY
Challenging
area ‘A’
Top idea #1

Top idea #2

Top idea #3

Top idea #2

Top idea #3

Top idea #2

Top idea #3

Boosting the opportunity…

Challenging
area ‘B’
Top idea #1

Boosting the opportunity…

Challenging
area ‘C’
Top idea #1

Boosting the opportunity…
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Divide and Conquer: SUMMARY (continued)
Challenging
area ‘D’
Top idea #1

Top idea #2

Top idea #3

Top idea #2

Top idea #3

Boosting the opportunity…

Challenging
area ‘E’
Top idea #1

Boosting the opportunity…

These are your winning ideas – well done!

Want a convenient place to keep all your templates together? The Idea Generator
Templates book contains ten of the templates used in The Idea Generator process to
help you create a repository for all your winning ideas.

The Idea Generator Templates book is available online here.
If you want to download the templates individually, or are looking to run a team project
and want the Leader’s Guide, these are available at www.TheIdeaGenerator.info

How we can help your business find growth…
Ingenious Growth helps organisations to think more effectively and to identify organic growth opportunities that
deliver value in whatever business period you require. To understand how we help you achieve this, get in touch with
us at Think@IngeniousGrowth.com
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